Figure 1: A sample screenshot of
the visualizer prototype. The
visualizations exhibit a high degree
of layer independence which has
been observed to coincide with
decreased upsetness and
boredom.

Figure 2: The visualizations exhibit
a high degree of rectangle
contiguity which has been
observed to coincide with
decreased boredom and
happiness.
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Abstract
Visualizers are usually added into music players to augment
the listening experiences of hearing users. However, for the
case of most members of the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
(DHH) community, they have partial deafness which may
give them a “limited” listening experience as compared to
their counterparts. In this paper, we present ViTune, a visualizer tool that enhances the musical experiences of the
DHH through the use of an on-screen visualizer generating effects alongside music. We observed how members of
the DHH community typically experienced music through
an initial user study. We then iterated on developing a visualizer prototype where we did multiple usability tests involving at least 15 participants from the DHH community.
We observed how they experienced music with the help
of our prototype and noticed that certain music features
and elements augmented these experiences. Visualization attributes, their matching qualitative descriptions and
equivalent subjective attributes were identified with the help
of music experts. Also, affects hypothesized to be induced
and dissuaded were identified in improving these listening
experiences.
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CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Visualization design
and evaluation methods; •Applied computing → Sound
and music computing; •Software and its engineering →
Software prototyping;

Introduction and Related Work

Figure 4: Overview of the
Proposed Research Protocol, that
is user-centric, iterative, and
inclusive. The intended approach
as inspired from the work of [3]
considers a Human-Centric
approach that involves members of
the DHH community all throughout
the major iterations of the study.

Members of the DHH community are unable to hear music in its entirety by conventional means. This can lead to
different emotional and social difficulties, such as expressing emotions [13, 17], making meaningful social connections, and even recognizing the environment and culture
they belong to [6, 15]. The goal of this study is to investigate how members of the DHH community experience
music beyond conventional means and determine if these
experiences can be augmented with the use of specialized
graphics and features. We intend to answer the research
question: "How might we create an inclusive, effective, and
viable visualization system of music for the Deaf and Hard
of Hearing?". A framework is introduced following the inclusive approach used by [3], and current work is discussed
along with the proposed next steps. There have been two
major approaches towards augmenting the musical experience of the DHH community. The first is through the use of
haptic devices [1], such as haptic chairs. These allow users
to sit on and directly feel musical features through vibrational devices placed on select areas of the said chairs [12].
A modified version of the haptic chair was later developed,
wherein the position of the produced vibrations is dependent on the pitch of the music [7]. The majority of research
already explores haptic technology in their work. This paper
exploits the opportunity given the limited work with visual
displays. There are usually two presentation types used
in music visualization. One is the piano roll, which shows
a timeline of notes and musical events for a short period
of time. It also introduces future events which show up on

one end of the screen while eventually scrolling to the other
end. The other type is the movie roll, which takes up the
entire screen space. It only shows the events that are currently taking place during a particular instance, allowing for
more creative visuals. [11] notes that it is a more appropriate option for augmenting experiences. Aside from an
experiential visualizer attempt, other works on visualizations
for music and for the DHH have been done [5, 8, 14]. One
work proposed a particle emitter visualization to help with
music understanding [5]. Visualizations were also shown
on a head-mounted display to help the DHH with sound
awareness as seen in the work of [8]. Much of the work on
this area can still be improved by emphasizing the role and
feedback of the DHH community continuously throughout
the development process, as we draw inspiration from the
informal notion of images that we can hear.

Methodology
The methodology used in this study can be seen as described in Figure 4. We follow three major phases. The approach used for this methodology is inspired by the framework designed in the study by [3]. We follow an iterative
approach in developing the prototype. Members of the DHH
community participated and gave their feedback on the different phases of the study (as seen in the green and blue
rectangles in Figure 4).
System Design
What we refer to as the visualizer prototype is actually composed of two major modules: the analyzer module, and
an actual visualizer module. The analyzer module is responsible for performing audio preprocessing on the music
file, while the visualizer module is responsible for the actual visualization of the music file driven by interpreting the
analysis made by the analyzer module. See Figure 5 for a
diagram of the prototype architecture.

The analyzer module accepts the music file to be visualized
and, optionally, a file containing manually transcribed lyrics
corresponding to the given music file.

Figure 5: A simplified diagram of
the visualizer prototype
architecture.

Figure 6: The experiment setup for
the third iteration.

All audio processing in this module was done using Librosa,
a Python package for music and audio analysis described
in [10]. The analyzer first performs harmonic-percussive
source separation (HPSS). Bandpass filters then divide the
harmonic components into four frequency classifications
based on the audio spectrum as discussed by [9]. These
classifications are: the background (20-250 Hz), representing the sub-bass and bass bands; the lowground (2512000 Hz), representing the low-midrange and midrange
bands; the highground (2001-6000 Hz), representing the
upper-midrange and presence bands; and the foreground
(6001-10000 Hz), representing a part of the brilliance band.
Each of the harmonic components corresponding to each
of these classifications are created a chromagram. The
chromagrams are subjected to non-local filtering (NLF)
and horizontal medium filtering (HMF) to reduce noise. Finally, the chromagram frames are synchronized with the
beat frames based on the tempo as estimated by the beat
tracker on the percussive component of the music file. The
chromagrams, along with the lyrics, if provided, are now
packaged into a JSON file for visualization. The visualizer
module takes the JSON file containing the results of the
analysis as an input. Unlike in the preprocessing phase, the
audio processing done in this module is done in real time
(i.e., while the music is playing). As the music file is played
by this module, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to
once again separate the current audio frame into the four
frequency classifications we mentioned earlier. The mean
signal strength per frame of each classification (changed
per audio frame in real time) is used to determine the size
of the classification’s visualization layer components, while
the chromagrams from the analyzer are used to determine

the saturation, brightness, and opacity of the visualization
layer components (changed per music beat). For all but the
foreground layer, each classification’s visualization layer
is composed of rectangular columns. Stars compose the
visualization layer of the foreground. Particle emitters are
activated when the signal strengths in the foreground layer
(expected to contain the percussive parts of the music) experience a spike within a short period of time.
Usability Evaluation
Initial User Research
Prior to any prototype development and testing, we conducted initial user research through needfinding and some
structured interviews. We did this to acquire preliminary insights from members of the DHH community with the help
of sign language interpreters. Some insights were also
drawn from surveys and questionnaires filled up by other
members of the DHH community. Questions in the survey
inquired about their preferences on which types of visuals
were appealing.
Music Selection and Classification
A playlist was crafted based on the preferences of the DHH
participants. We gathered 106 MP3 files encompassing a
variety of genres, each of which were subjectively reviewed
and classified based on their characteristics with the help
of music experts. In determining the music to be eliminated
from the playlist, we played each musical piece through the
first visualizer prototype. The general animation patterns
and shapes present were noted, and the musical pieces
which were deemed to be unremarkably visualized were
ruled out. The final playlist was narrowed down to a total of
25 musical pieces. These samples were diverse in terms
of tempo, rhythm, loudness, genre, and the presence of
vocals. For the third and final iteration prototype, the playlist

was further narrowed down to 15 musical pieces using the
same process while also taking into account the feedback
of the DHH community during the previous iterations with
respect to how the musical pieces were visualized.

Figure 7: Low particle activity is
exhibited by the visualizer as
shown in this screenshot.

Figure 8: Low star prominence is
exhibited by the visualizer as
shown in this screenshot.

Figure 9: High layer independence
is exhibited by the visualizer as
shown in this screenshot.

Iterative Prototype
A visualizer prototype was developed using the results and
insights gathered from at least two previous versions. For
inclusivity, web technologies are used for the development
of the prototype. Based on feedback, adjustments were
made to the graphic visualizations based on the music
features considered. These adjustments were incorporated into a visualization format and architecture based
on previous works. The background was set to black and
the screen was divided vertically into twelve rectangular
columns, mapped to the color spectrum (red to violet) from
left to right. Each column contains smaller visual elements:
two smaller rectangles and a star. These twelve columns
represent the frequencies, falling in one of the twelve pitch
classes (C to B) present in the music at the current time.
The choice to map the note C with the color red is arbitrary
since [4] states that there is no perceptual hierarchy of hue.
The idea of the partitioning of visual elements based on audio frequency is based on [12] and [11]. Particle emitters
were positioned at each of the four corners of the screen.
This draws inspiration from [5]. Based on the feedback of
the users, lyrics, if there were any, were preferred to appear
at the bottom of the screen, synchronized with the vocals
(Figure 1 shows an image sample of the visualization). The
initial design of these visualizer components are based on
the architecture of [11].
Experiment Design and Usability Tests
During the usability tests, each participant was provided
a laptop containing the visualizer prototype, a webcam for
facial recording, and earphones or headphones. The lay-

out of the setup can be seen in Figure 6. The test design
consisted of two phases: (1) prototype testing, and (2) clip
review. In the first phase, the participants watched the visualizations generated by the visualizer for each of the 15 musical pieces. While watching, both the visualizations shown
on screen and the faces of the participants were recorded
simultaneously. A separate tool, made for marking the current time with a button, was created for the tester to click
on and was active throughout the entire testing phase. The
participants were instructed to click on this button every
time they wanted to mark the times wherein the visualizations made them feel “something”. At the end of each test,
participants were asked to reflect on their viewing experiences. This was done by making them watch their own respective recordings. This allowed them to record and label
the specific emotion they felt during a specific button click
which they have initially marked. By reflecting on their reactions to these visualizations, they were able to accurately
label what the visuals made them feel. This allowed them
to further describe and elaborate on why they felt that way.
The testers were given eight labels of affect to choose from
based on the circumplex model of affect by [16]. These affects are: excited, happy, contented, relaxed, bored, sad,
upset, and tensed.

Results
Participant Demographics
Each of the three iterations of the prototype was tested by
five DHH participants. Figure 12 contains a detailed breakdown of the participant demographics for each of the iterations. It should be noted that no participants or interpreters
were repeated between iterations, and that thirteen among
the total pool of DHH participants were of partial hearing.
Two of the participants from the third iteration, one male
and one female, and both between eighteen 18 to 25 years
of age, stated that they had profound hearing loss.

Figure 10: The affect count
averages per music file. Legend:
(E)xcited, (H)appy, (C)ontented,
(R)elaxed, (B)ored, (S)ad, (U)pset,
(T)ense

Figure 11: The visualization
attributes of each music file.

Figure 12: The demographics of
the participants in the experiments
we conducted.

User Personas
From the experiments conducted since our first iteration, we
were able to categorize the DHH participants into two personas. The first persona are those who have partial hearing
and intend to use the features of the visualizer (such as visual pulsations, colors, and shapes) to further improve their
musical experience (i.e., as a complement to their partial
hearing). While all of them appreciate visualizations, some
respondents from this persona group suggested exploring
compatibility with other haptic devices. The second persona are those participants with profound hearing loss, and
mainly use the visualizer to see the lyrics of music with vocals. In contrast to the first persona, the members of the
second persona appreciated the non-lyrical visuals (such
as shapes and colors) less, and preferred devices which
provided both lyrics and more haptic means of feedback.
These personas allowed us to design the visualizer prototype that was developed in this study.
Experiment Results and Findings
A correlation analysis using Spearman’s rho (ρ) was performed between the affect data (what the participants
felt during certain points in the music) and visualization
attributes (the characteristics of the visualizations), annotated with a music expert). The goal is to see if the affects felt by the testers coincide with certain visualization
attributes. For each tester per music file, for each of the
eight possible affects the tester was able to choose from,
we counted how many times a button click corresponded to
the feeling of such affect. We then took the average of each
of the counts per affect per music file across all testers.
Figure 10 shows these affect count averages per music
file.With the help of a music expert along with the qualitative descriptions of the DHH testers on the visualizations,
we have identified key subjective visualization attributes.
These attributes, along with their labels and ordinal values

assigned, are:
1. Particle activity (PA) - denotes whether the volume of
particles emitted is sparse (0) or dense (1)
2. Particle periodicity (PP) - denotes whether the particles are emitted irregularly (0) or regularly (1)
3. Percussive coincidence (PC) - denotes whether the
particles emit when and only when percussion is
heard in the music (1) or not (0)
4. Layer independence (LI) - denotes whether each visualization layer appears to be stacked (0) or independent of each other (1)
5. Rectangle contiguity (RC) - denotes whether the appearance of contiguous groups of rectangles appear
infrequently (0) or frequently (1)
6. Star prominence (SP) - denotes whether the star visualizations are obscure (0) or prominent (1)
7. Movement predictability (MP) - denotes whether the
movement of the visualization is unpredictable (0) or
predictable (i.e., when a pattern may be deduced) (1)
8. Pulsation (P) - denotes whether the visualization layers appear to be rigid (0) or pulsating (1)
Figures 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, and 9 show examples of scenarios
where certain visualization attributes were seen. In the first
three figures, their implications on affect as observed in the
analysis (described in the Experiment Results and Findings
section) are also shown.
Figure 11 shows the visualization attributes of each music
file.

Figure 13: The correlation values
between the affect data and the
visualization attributes.

The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is then calculated between the affect data and the visualization attributes.
Figure 13 shows these correlation values wherein moderate
and strong correlations (according to the standard of [2])
are emphasized in order to highlight relationships wherein it
may be hypothesized that the affects of the viewer are augmented by the visualizations. We have noted several trends
from these correlations, as shown in Figure 14. For the affects observed to have at least moderately strong direct
relationships with certain visualization attributes, it may be
hypothesized that such visualization attributes induce such
affects. Likewise, for at least moderately strong inverse relationships observed, the pertinent visualization attributes
are hypothesized to dissuade the relevant affects. More
comprehensive experiments and analyses are needed to
confirm these relationships as well as to identify the specific
moments in the music wherein such induction or dissuasion
occurs.

Conclusion and Future Work

Figure 14: The trends noted in the
correlation between affect data and
the visualization attributes. Green
bars represent a direct relationship
between a visualization attribute
and an affect, while red bars
represent inverse relationships
between the same. The length of
each bar denotes the strength of
the correlation with the direction of
the bar corresponding to whether it
represents a direct relationship (to
the right) or an inverse relationship
(to the left). Note than only
correlations with |ρ| ≥ 0.3 (as per
[2]) are displayed.

We have developed ViTune, a music visualization prototype for augmenting the musical experiences of the DHH,
in collaboration with the DHH community. Our experiments
suggest that for certain affects, the visualizations produced
by the prototype at least moderately induce or dissuade
such affects to the DHH. Our next step will be to determine exactly when and where in the music (and its visualizations) certain visual elements induce or dissuade such
affects. This could be done by avoiding some of the subjective nature of determining relevant visual attributes through
maintaining an internal visualization monitor which logs the
visual elements currently shown along with their relevant
objective measurements. This allows for viewing a snapshot of the exact state of the visualizations the moment an

affect is experienced, making it easier to infer the cause of
the affect. Effectiveness studies between existing music visualizers and ViTune may be conducted to see how our tool
fares against other visualizers and what functionalities ViTune could be incorporated from them with the guidance of
the DHH community. Further work could also be done in integrating haptic devices to the system as well as integrating
them into a user-ready music player software.
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